Abstract. Let q be a positive integer, χ a nontrivial character mod q, I an interval of length not exceeding q. In this paper we shall study the character sum analogue of the well-known Kloosterman sum,
Introduction and statements of results
Let q be a positive integer, and χ a nontrivial character mod q. A nontrivial bound of the character sum
can lead to important applications in number theory, where f (x) is a rational function and the summation is over a given set A avoiding the poles of f .
Estimates for character sums enjoy a fruitful literature due to their powerful applications. The classical result for f being a linear function, independently proved by G. Pólya [P] and I. M. Vinogradov [V] , is the upper bound N +H n=N +1 χ(n) ≪ q 1/2 log q.
Later, D. A. Burgess [B1, B2] developed a powerful method for estimating the character sum, which resulted in the great improvement,
N +H n=N +1 χ(n) ≪ H 1−1/r q (r+1)/4r 2 +ε with r = 1, 2, 3 for any q and with arbitrary positive integer r if q is cube-free. It should be mentioned that J. Friedlander and H. Iwaniec [FI] have given a simple and illuminating proof for (2) using Fourier techniques and Hölder's inequality. Recently, A. Granville and K. Soundararajan [GS] have managed to improve the Pólya-Vinogradov bound partially, obtaining
χ(n) ≪ q 1/2 (log q)
for χ primitive mod q and with odd order g, where δ g = 1 − g π sin π g .
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For the case of f being an arbitrary polynomial with integral coefficients, one has the estimate
χ(f (x)) ≪ p 1/2 log p for χ being a d-th order character mod p(prime) and f (x) a polynomial that is not a perfect d-th power (mod p), where the implied constant depends on the degree of f (x). This is a well-known consequence of the theorem, due to A. Weil [W] , that the Riemann Hypothesis is true for the zeta-function of an algebraic function field over a finite field.
Another powerful analytic technique in number theory is the estimate for exponential sums, one of which is known as the Kloosterman sum, playing an important role in modern analytic number theory. Let c be a positive integer, for any integers m, n, the classical Kloosterman sum is defined by
where e(x) = e 2πix and a is the multiplicative inverse of a mod c. In this paper, we consider a special and usually the most important case of (1), that is
To be precise, we shall study the character sum
which is the analogue of the Kloosterman sums. Here I is a subinterval of [x + 1, x + q] for some integer x.
For I = [x + 1, x + q], the sum (3) is said to be complete, in which case we write Λ χ (m, n, I; q) = Λ χ (m, n; q) for short, and for I being the proper subset of [x + 1, x + q], the sum (3) is said to be partial (or incomplete). Clearly, the complete sum Λ χ (m, n; q) enjoy the multiplicity property Λ χ (m, n; q 1 q 2 ) = Λ χ1 (m, n; q 1 )Λ χ2 (m, n; q 2 ) for gcd(q 1 , q 2 ) = 1, χ 1 mod q 1 and χ 2 mod q 2 with χ 1 χ 2 = χ.
For convenience in the following paragraphs, we introduce the definition on completely even characters.
Definition 1. Let q be a positive integer and χ a Dirichlet character mod q. Suppose q = 1 i s p αi i is the canonical decomposition of q and χ = 1 i s χ i with χ i mod p αi i for each i. If χ i (−1) = 1 for each i, then we shall call χ a completely even character mod q.
hence Λ χ (m, n; q) = 0. From the observation and the multiplicity property, we find that Λ χ (m, n; q) must vanish unless χ is a completely even character mod q, which we always assume during the investigation of Λ χ (m, n; q).
For the individual sum, J. Yang and Z. Y. Zheng [YZ] obtained the following upper bound for the complete sum
for an arbitrary integer q 3 and a nontrivial character χ mod q. By Fourier technique or completing method, and the estimates for mixed exponential sums due to T. Cochrane and Z. Y. Zheng [CZ] , we can deduce that
In order to illustrate the optimization of the estimate (4), we consider the second moment of the complete sums
By the standard methods, we will prove in Section 2 an calculation formula for K(χ, q) . To be precise, we can state that Theorem 1. Let q 3 be a positive integer and χ a completely even primitive character mod q. Then we have
Moreover, K(χ, q) vanishes if 8|q, and for 8 ∤ q, we have
This shows that K(χ, q) is of the order of magnitude q 3±ε for any completely even primitive character mod q under certain assumptions, which yields the estimate (4) is rather sharp. The upper bound saves a factor 2 ω(q) compared with the trivial conclusion from (4). Following a similar idea to the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 2, we can also conclude the following general result.
Theorem 2. If {λ a } is bounded, then we have
In some applications, one may have to deal with the bilinear form
where α = (α m ) and β = (β n ) are complex coefficients. From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (5), one easily obtains
where · denotes the ℓ 2 -norm. In Section 3, we shall prove a much better estimate for the bilinear form.
Theorem 3. For an arbitrary integer q 3 and primitive character χ mod q, we have
provided that each prime factor of q is ≫ log γ N for a given γ > 1. Here the implied constant depends only on γ.
Notation. The following notation will be used throughout this paper.
• e(x) = exp(2πix) = e 2πix ;
• gcd(a, b) denotes the greatest common divisor of a and b;
• ϕ(q) and τ (q) denote the Euler function and divisor function, respectively; ω(q) denotes the number of distinct prime divisors of q and P (q) denotes the greatest prime divisor of q; • · denotes the ℓ 2 -norm;
• L 1 (R) denotes the set consisting of all the complex-valued Lebesgue integrable functions over R;
• * a mod q denotes the sum restricted to a reduced residue system mod q;
Throughout this paper, the summations and integrals without the limitation of the range stand for the ones over the whole range, from −∞ to +∞. To be precise, n a n := n∈Z a n , and
Moments of the complete sums
In this section, we shall deal with the second mean value of the complete sums
under the assumption that χ is a completely even primitive character mod q. First, we shall list some basic properties of Gauss sum
Lemma 1. For an arbitrary character χ mod q, we have
Since we have *
Now the system of congruences
is solvable in integers x and y, if and only if
in which case the number of solutions (x, y) is gcd(a 2 − b 2 , q). With this observation in mind, we obtain from (7) that
C(y; ℓ, q),
The next goal is to calculate the character sum C(y; ℓ, q) for each ℓ|q and y mod q. For each divisor ℓ of q,
Since χ is primitive mod q, thus from Lemma 1, we obtain that
where χ 0 is the trivial character mod q. Therefore, C(y; ℓ, q) must vanish unless ℓ = q and gcd(y, q) = 1, in which case it equals to χ(y)ϕ(q).
Hence if χ is primitive mod q and χ(−1) = 1, we have
We have the multiplicative property
for q = q 1 q 2 , gcd(q 1 , q 2 ) = 1, χ mod q 1 , χ 2 mod q 2 and χ 1 χ 2 = χ. Now the problem reduces to the case of prime power moduli.
For q = p s , s 1, p 3, the equation y 2 ≡ 1(modq) is equivalent to y ≡ ±1(modq), in which case
And for q = 2 s , s 3, the equation y 2 ≡ 1( mod q) is equivalent to y ≡ ±1 or ±1 + 2 s−1 ( mod q), in which case
χ(y) = 2 + 2χ(1 + 2 s−1 ).
From the definition of primitive characters we find that χ(1 + 2 s−1 ) = 1, thus χ(1 + 2 s−1 ) = −1, which yields
χ(y) = 0 for q = 2 s , s 3. And for q = 2 or 4, it is easy to check that the character sum is equal to 1 or 2 correspondingly.
To sum up, we have obtained
Hence we have K(χ, q) = 0 if 8|q, and for 8 ∤ q, we have
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Estimate for the bilinear form concerning the incomplete sums
This section focuses on the upper bound of the bilinear form
We always assume that χ is primitive mod q in this section.
3.1. Some notations and preliminary results. We first introduce the Fourier transform and Poisson summation formula. Suppose f ∈ L 1 (R), the Fourier transform of f is defined by
If f, f ∈ L 1 (R), and have bounded variance, then we have the following Poisson summation formula
In fact, we shall use an extended version of (8).
Lemma 2 (See [IK] , p.70). Let f, f ∈ L 1 (R), and have bounded variance, v > 0 and u be fixed real numbers. Then
Now we turn to prove Theorem 3. Let φ be a smooth function supported in [A, 2A] with value 1. We can assume the derivations satisfy φ (ℓ) (x) ≪ A −ℓ , ℓ 0, the implied constant in ≪ depends only on ℓ. We have η(0) ≪ A, and from the alternative integration by parts, we obtain for λ = 0 that
for each k 1. Hence we can find that
for any k 0. Now we introduce another test function ξ which is smooth and supported in [M, 2M ] with value 1. Suppose its derivatives satisfy
the implied constant in ≪ depends only on ℓ. Moreover, we have ξ(λ) ≪ M (1 + |λ|M ) −k for any k 0. We require an identity concerning primitive characters.
Lemma 3. Let q be a positive integer and χ a primitive character mod q. Then we have
Proof. By the Möbius inversion formula, we obtain that 1
Since χ is primitive mod q, then from Lemma 3, we have
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In fact,
for each prime p and positive integer k.
Hence for each p with p α q, W must vanish if p α ∤ q. Hence the sum in question must vanish if q ∤ c. The case for q | c is also valid on observing that ϕ(q) = dℓ=q dµ(ℓ) as required.
We also require an estimate for complete exponential sums for polynomials.
Lemma 4. Let q be a positive integer and f (x) = ax 2 + bx ∈ Z[x]. Then we have *
Proof. According to the estimate due to N. M. Korobov [K] ,
we derive from the Möbius inversion formula that *
This completes the proof of the lemma.
3.2.
Completing the summation over m. Now we begin to estimate the bilinear form. From Lemma 2, we have *
Hence we have
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3, we have
Recalling the definition of ξ, we have
From the upper bound (9), we have
thus we can get
Changing variables iteratively, we obtain
From Lemma 3, we obtain that the summation above vanishes unless n 2 a 2 ≡ n 1 b 2 (mod q), in which case the sum can be reduced to ϕ(q)χ(ab). Hence the right-hand side of (11) is just
where
3.3. Estimate for J (L, β; ν, q). We shall estimate J (L, β; ν, q) beginning with the ideas from the sieve technique. For each ℓ, we have
where r is the product of primes,
Here γ > 1 is a given constant, R ∈ R is a parameter to be chosen later, R is a finite set such that
holds for any prime p with p > log γ N , and
From the definition of r we see that gcd(n, r) = 1 is equivalent to P (n) log γ N, where P (n) denotes the greatest prime factor of n. Hence we obtain from the inequality |x + y|
Summing over ℓ we arrive at
where β ′ = (β ′ n ), and
After squaring out and changing the order of summation, we obtain from the Poisson summation formula that
Since q has no small prime divisors, that is each prime factor of q is ≫ log γ N, then we have gcd(n 1 n 2 , q) = 1 for P (n 1 n 2 ) log γ N. From Lemma 4 and the estimate
we find that
Let V(e L , N ) denote the norm of the linear operator given by the matrix with the (ℓ, n)-th entry * a mod q na 2 ≡ℓ( mod q) χ(a)e νa q with ℓ ∼ e L and n ∼ N . Thus
for any complex numbers (β n ). This together with (13) and (14) 1 β 2 .
Hence we can always choose R ∈ R, R > 2N such that
from which and (15), we obtain that J (L, β; ν, q) ≪ β 2 (N q 1/2 τ 2 (q) log q + V(e L , N )(log N ) 1−γ )
holds for any complex numbers (β n ). In other words,
V(e L , N ) ≪ N q 1/2 τ 3 (q) log q + V(e L , N )(log N ) 1−γ , which gives V(e L , N ) ≪ N q 1/2 τ 3 (q) log q.
Hence we conclude the estimate (16) J (L, β; ν, q) ≪ β 2 N q 1/2 τ 3 (q) log q.
3.4. Conclusion. Combining (12) and (16) we obtain that B * χ ≪ α β N 1/2 q 3/4 τ 3/2 (q) log q, which together with (10) yields B χ (A, M, N ; α, β, q) ≪ α β N 1/2 q 3/4 τ 5/2 (q) log 2 q.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Final remarks
Regarding the bilinear form, if each prime factor of q is of the size ≫ log γ (M + N ), then by symmetry, we have B χ (A, M, N ; α, β, q) ≪ α β min(M 1/2 , N 1/2 )q 3/4 τ 5/2 (q) log 2 q, which is better than (6) in the case of M + N ≫ q 1/2+ε . Also, if β = (β n ) is supported on the integers n with gcd(n, q) = 1, the proof of Theorem 3 becomes much simpler and it is not necessary for q to have no small divisors. One finds that the estimate in Theorem 3 also holds for arbitrary α and such β.
